
Word of the Day
May 23 – May 29

Highlighted word: New word. Unsure about its meaning or pronunciation.

shaggy-dog
ˌsha-gē-ˈdȯg | shag-ee-DAWG – May 23, 2020

Definition

: of, relating to, or being a long-drawn-out circumstantial story concerning an inconsequential 
happening that impresses the teller as humorous or interesting but the hearer as boring and pointless; 
also : of, relating to, or being a similar humorous story whose humor lies in the pointlessness or 
irrelevance of the plot or punch line

long-drawn-out → draw out: to extend beyond a minimum in time

circumstantial (2): pertinent but not essential: INCIDENTAL

inconsequential: (1) of no significance: UNIMPORTANT. (2): IRRELEVANT

punch line: the sentence, statement, or phrase (as in a joke) that makes the point

Did You Know?

The origin of the adjective shaggy-dog isn't truly known, but lexicographer Eric Partridge rather 
believably tells us that it originated with a shaggy-dog story of the amusing sort that involves—of 
course!—a shaggy dog. Today, the word sometimes refers to a rambling story that impresses the teller 
as humorous or interesting but the hearer as boring and pointless, but it can also refer to a similar story 
(or movie or TV show) that is actually humorous and whose humor lies in its very pointlessness or 
irrelevance.

Examples

"Like most of Irving's other books, 'Owen Meany' is kind of a shaggy-dog story. It wanders all over the 
place and there are many seemingly loose ends." — Neil Gittleman, quoted in   The Dayton (Ohio)   
Daily News  , 13 Apr. 2020  

"A shaggy-dog tale that treats crisscrossing forklift traffic as a sight worthy of the Blue Danube waltz, 
the German feature 'In the Aisles' mostly takes place in an anonymous, highway-side megastore…." — 
Ben Kenigsberg,   The New York Times  , 13 June 2019  

crisscross(v.): (2): to pass back and forth through or over
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xeriscape
ˈzir-ə-ˌskāp | ZEER-uh-skayp – May 24, 2020

Definition

: a landscaping method developed especially for arid and semiarid climates that utilizes water-
conserving techniques (such as the use of drought-tolerant plants, mulch, and efficient irrigation)

mulch: : a protective covering (as of sawdust, compost, or paper) spread or left on the ground to reduce evaporation, maintain even soil temperature, 
prevent erosion, control weeds, enrich the soil, or keep fruit (such as strawberries) clean

Did You Know?

Xēros is the Greek word for "dry" that is the base for a handful of English words related to mainly dry 
printing (xerography) and dry, or xerophilous, habitats and their plants. In the early 1980s, the Greek 
adjective was used to name a type of landscaping practiced primarily in the arid western regions of the 
United States. (The Water Department of Denver, Colorado, is credited with the coinage.) Xeriscape, as
it is called, uses plants that require little water as well as techniques that efficiently use water and 
reduce evaporation.

xerophilous: thriving in or tolerant or characteristic of a xeric environment

Examples

After the severe drought led to local water restrictions, some residents began to look into xeriscape for 
more easily maintainable yards.

"This perennial has evergreen leaves from 2-3 feet in length while the flower stalks can rise up to 5 feet
with coral-colored tubular flowers. It's drought-resistant, and the flowers can attract hummingbirds. 
This one would be great for xeriscape or low-maintenance gardens." — Tom Ingram,   The Tulsa   
(Oklahoma) World  , 29 Feb. 2020  

perennial (n.): a plant that lives from year to year

stalk (n.): (2a) the main stem of an herbaceous plant often with its dependent parts

tubular (adj.): (1a): having the form of or consisting of a tube

hummingbird: : any of a family (Trochilidae) of tiny brightly colored nonpasserine American birds related to the swifts that have a very slender bill and an 
extensible tongue for sipping nectar and that usually hover rather than perch when feeding

instigate
ˈin(t)-stə-ˌgāt | IN-stuh-gayt – May 25, 2020

Definition

: to goad or urge forward : provoke

goad (v.): 1: to incite or rouse as if with a goad (see goad entry 2 sense 2a)
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Did You Know?

Instigate is often used as a synonym of incite (as in "hoodlums instigating violence"), but the two 
words differ slightly in their overall usage. Incite usually stresses an act of stirring something up that 
one did not necessarily initiate ("the court's decision incited riots"). Instigate implies responsibility for 
initiating or encouraging someone else's action and usually suggests dubious or underhanded intent 
("he was charged with instigating a conspiracy"). Another similar word, foment, implies causing 
something by means of persistent goading ("the leader's speeches fomented a rebellion"). Deriving 
from the past participle of the Latin verb instigare, instigate stepped into English in the 16th century, 
after incite and ahead of foment.

hoodlum (n.): 1. THUG, especially: a violent criminal. 2: a young ruffian

dubious (adj.) 2: giving rise to uncertainty: such as questionable or suspect as to true nature of quality

underhanded (adj.): marked by secrecy, chicanery, and deception: not honest and aboveboard: SLY 

foment (v.): to promote the growth or development of: ROUSE, INCITE

Examples 

"The big thing about effective advertising is that it uses data effectively to instigate behavior." — 
Nicole Ortiz,   Adweek  , 14 Apr. 2020  

"In his usual genuine and silly fashion, [Chris] Martin sincerely explained his intent for making the live
video and instigating a new series of live Instagram performances. 'What would be nice would be to 
check in with some of you out there and see how you're doing…. I had an idea that we could call this 
thing "Together At Home." And who knows, maybe tomorrow someone else will take it over,' he said." 
— Sean Glaister,   The Johns Hopkins (University) News-Letter  , 6 Apr. 2020  

homonymous
hō-ˈmä-nə-məs | hoh-MAH-nuh-mus – May 26, 2020

Definition

1 : ambiguous

2 : having the same designation

3 : of, relating to, or being homonyms

designation (n.): 3: a distinguishing name, sign, or title

Did You Know?

The "ambiguous" sense of homonymous refers mainly to words that have two or more meanings. 
Logicians and scientists who wanted to refer to (or complain about) such equivocal words chose a 
name for them based on Latin and Greek, from Greek hom- ("same") and onyma ("name"). In time, 
English speakers came up with another sense of homonymous referring to two things having the same 
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name (Hawaii, the state, and Hawaii, the island, for example). Next came the use of homonymous to 
refer to homonyms, such as see and sea. There's also a zoological sense. Sheep and goats whose right 
horn spirals to the right and left horn spirals to the left are said to be homonymous.

Examples

"The Chelyabinsk meteorite became a media celebrity after the videos of its explosion in mid-air, 
occurring in February 2013 near the homonymous city, went viral on social networks." — Luca 
Maltagliati,   Nature  , 17 Feb. 2017  

"Like the bird homonymous with his name, 'Cro' operates like he's under the cover of night. Though 
Cromartie's numerically best game came against Tulane this fall, in which the senior recorded six 
tackles and a sack, Downing tabbed South Florida and Connecticut as the raider's brightest." — 
Katherine Fominykh,   The Capital Gazette   (Annapolis, Maryland), 12 Dec. 2019  

sack (n.): an instance of sacking the quarterback in football

tab (v.): 2: to single out: DESIGNATE

raider (n.): one that raids: such as a soldier specially trained for close-range fighting

longueur
lȯŋ-ˈgər | lawn-GUR – May 27, 2020

Definition

: a dull and tedious passage or section (as of a book, play, or musical composition) — usually used in 
plural

Did You Know?

You've probably come across long, tedious sections of books, plays, or musical works before, but 
perhaps you didn't know there was a word for them. English speakers began using the French 
borrowing longueur in the late 18th century. As in English, French longueurs are tedious passages, with
longueur itself literally meaning "length." An early example of longueur used in an English text is from
18th-century writer Horace Walpole, who wrote in a letter, "Boswell's book is gossiping; . . . but there 
are woful longueurs, both about his hero and himself."

woful (adj.): 1: full of woe: GRIEVOUS

Examples

The otherwise crisp pacing of the movie is marred by some unnecessary longueurs that do little to 
advance the main story.
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"Small, clever musicals are fragile things, though, and I don't want to oversell this one in praising it. 
'Scotland, PA' still needs to cure a few structural hiccups (the first act seems to end twice) and to 
address its longueurs and lapses of logic." — Jesse Green,   The New York Times  , 23 Oct. 2019  

hiccup (n.): 3a: a light irregularity, error, or malfunction. 3b: a usually minor and short-lived interruption or disruption, or change

lapse (n.): 1a: a light error typically due to forgetfulness or inattention

empirical
im-ˈpir-i-kəl | im-PEER-uh-kul – May 28, 2020

Definition

1 : originating in or based on observation or experience

2 : relying on experience or observation alone often without due regard for system and theory

3 : capable of being verified or disproved by observation or experiment

4 : of or relating to empiricism

Did You Know?

When empirical first appeared as an adjective in English, it meant simply "in the manner of an 
empiric." An empiric was a member of an ancient sect of doctors who practiced medicine based 
exclusively on observation or experience as contrasted with those who relied on theory or philosophy. 
The name empiric derives from Latin empīricus, itself from Greek empeirikós, meaning "based on 
observation (of medical treatment), experienced." The root of the Greek word (-peiros) is a derivative 
of peîra, meaning "attempt, trial, test."

Examples

"'We have really good empirical research dating back to the 1980s demonstrating that kids who are 
restricted around treat foods often just want to eat them more,' said Charlotte Markey, Ph.D., a 
professor of psychology at Rutgers University…." — Virginia Sole-Smith,   The New York Times  , 17   
Apr. 2020

"Burger King's advertising has been telling us that the Impossible Whopper tastes just like a Whopper. 
And so, in the spirit of empirical science and discovery, I ventured to a Burger King this week to test 
the claim." — Eric Felten,   The Examiner   (Washington, DC), 31 Oct. 2019  

assail
ə-ˈsāl | uh-SAIL – May 29, 2020
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Definition

1 : to attack violently : assault

2 : to encounter, undertake, or confront energetically

3 : to oppose, challenge, or criticize harshly and forcefully

4 a : to trouble or afflict in a manner that threatens to overwhelm

b : to be perceived by (a person, a person's senses, etc.) in a strongly noticeable and usually unpleasant 
way

Did You Know?

Assail comes from an Anglo-French verb, assaillir, which itself traces back to the Latin verb assilire 
("to leap upon"). Assilire combines the prefix ad- ("to, toward") with the Latin verb salire, meaning "to 
leap." (Salire is the root of a number of English words related to jumping or leaping, such as 
somersault and sally, as well as assault, a synonym of assail.) When assail was first used in the 13th 
century, it meant "to make a violent physical attack upon." By the early 15th century, English speakers 
were using the term to mean "to attack with words or arguments." Now the verb can refer to any kind 
of aggressive encounter, even if it is not necessarily violent or quarrelsome, as in "Upon entering the 
room, we were assailed by a horrible odor."

sally (n.): an action of rushing and bursting forth

quarrelsome (adj.): apt or disposed to quarrel in an often petty manner: CONTENTIOUS

Examples

Most worthwhile achievements require that one persevere even when assailed by doubts.

"What does it even mean to be good in a world as complex as ours, when great inequity remains 
unaddressed and often seems too daunting to assail, and when seemingly benign choices—which shoes
to buy, which fruit to eat—can come with the moral baggage of large carbon footprints or the 
undercompensated labor of migrant workers?" — Nancy Kaffer,   The Detroit (Michigan) Free Press  , 9   
Jan. 2020
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